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In his famous preface. Samuel Johnson reprimands 
Shakespeare f'or bein~ ''so much more caref'u1 to please 
than to instruct, that he seems to write without any 
moral purpose .. • • It is always a writer's duty to make 
the world better." Thou~h the twentieth century seems to 
have lost si~ht of Johnson's standards, the early and 
mid-nineteenth century maintained an avid belief' in the 
efficacy of' poetry to make the world better. Reviewers 
of Tennyson's first edition of IdYlls Q.f the Kin2 praised 
the poet's attempts to influence his world. He held an 
unflattering mirror to the Victorians, and they saw re-
flected the social and moral ills of a complicated tran-
sitional a~e. 
At the appearance of the second set of IdYlls, 
however, Tennyson's moral purpose was attacked and 
defended as critics took sides for either the new 
aesthetic or the old moral order. "Art :for Art's sake'' 
opposed "Art for Man's sake,'' and Tennyson's epic was 
cau~ht in the critical crossfire. Critics favorin~ a 
purely aesthetic approach to poetry objected to Tenny-
son's moral! ty, and the "reaction'' was born. 
1 
As pri~Kish morality became, wron~lY, more and more 
a~nonymous with ''Victorianism,'' twentieth century critics 
rejected Tennyson on the ~rounds that he represented his 
prudish a.~e. His IdY11s, however, though it has been 
lar~ely ignored in the past century, presents a theme as 
modern as that of "The Waste Land,'' and it can be read 
and appreciated from a modern critical viewpoint. His 
poem is a reconciliation of opposin~ elements, especially 
morality and aestheticism. Tennyson aptly demonstrates 
the moral aesthetic as lesson and pleasure are balanced 
and blended in a poem about balance and harmony. 
Q.f. the Kin~ is Art for both Art's and Man's sake. 
IdY11s 
To be fully understood, the IdYlls must be re-
examined, first, in the light of the culture and society 
in which and for whom it was ostensibly composed; second, 
with consideration of two shifts that have occurred in 
critical criteria--between the appearance of the first 
four IdY11s and the second four, then between that time 
and the twentieth century; and, third, with attention to 
the poem's relevance to modern man. While the poem's 
messages and morals have remained constant, critical 
theory has shifted. It has actually been the risin~ and 
falling of criticism, not Tennyson's work, that has given 
the poem its undeserved reputation. 
2 
INTRODUCTION 
Perhaps no poet and his poem have been longer at the 
center of controversy than Alfred Tennyson and IdYlls Q_f_ 
the King. Depending on the light by which the critic 
reads--the harsh glare of the twentieth century or the 
diffusing haze of the mid-nineteenth--the IdYlls are a 
poor narrative or a thrilling story, shallow or 
insightful, a mere exercise in scene painting and 
pagentry or a philosophical examination of human 
complexities, a brooding idealist's complaint on modern 
society or a celebration of medieval values, overly 
moralistic and too artificial or instructful and 
pleasing, bad poetry or classical literature. Wl1at some 
critics praise others condemn, opinions on the poem 
differing as greatly as the decades that have passed 
between the publication in 1859 of the first four IdYlls 
to the present--one hundred years after the appearance of 
tt1e la.st installment, "Balin and Balan." 
Critics in 1859 almost unanimously ,hailed the new 
IdYlls-- "Enid," "Vivien." "Elaine," and "Guinever·e"--as 
"vigor·ous" ( Edinburs;t1 Review 126). full of "exguisi te 
3 
charm" ( Examiner ll52) and ''preponderating pleast.Jre'' 
(Bla.ckwood's 609), showing Tennyson's "mastery over 
language," "keeness of perception," ''power of 
concentration," "intensity of passion" (Fraser's 302). 
Words like ''excellence'' and "beauty" appear often, and 
critics praise above all else ttie "mor·ali ty" of ttie poem. 
Critics in 1869 and beyond, judging the worth of 
the second four idylls--"The Coming of Arttiur," "Ttie Holy 
Grail,'' "Pelleas and Ettare," and "The Passing of 
Artt1ur·"--and the subsequent "The Last Tour·nament," and 
"Garett1 and Lyt1ette," greeted tlie wo1.,k with mixed 
emotions, reading it wi tt1 " . • • something between a 
grumble and a sigh" (Blackwood's 760). And while the 
critics ten years earlier had concentrated most of their 
attention on moral issues, the critics of 1869 gave 
almost equal time to aesthetic matters. Some found the 
poem "too for·ced and ar·tificial" (Br·i tish QuarterlY 
Review 209), wt1ile otl1ers tl1ought it full of "fine 
thoughts and striking descriptions; words that electrify 
and phrases that photograph" (Dublin Review 429). 
Whereas some found the poem disjointed and unconnected to 
the idylls of 1859, Dean Alford proclaimed it all a 
"~reat connected poem'' ( 106). 
~ 
Fitzgerald called the new 
\ 
) 
work ''pure. noble, and holy'' (183) Others, rejecting 
the moral criteria of critics writing only ten years 
earlier, complained that Arthur, "reduced to the level of 
a. wittol" (Swinburne 318). was beginning to show "too 
much of tl1at ostentatious cleanliness of the hands'' that 
marked the Mid-Victorian (Mozley U). Among the 
twentieth century critics there is little defection: 
ttlose forming the "reaction" against Tennyson, now at its 
peak, reacted against almost all of his works, finding 
the Idylls, as A. C. Bradley notes, "ttle most obnoxious" 
(17). Seemingly repulsed by the work, Pound, complaining 
about Yeats's "uninteresting" The Two Kings, suggests 
that "one 1night as well read the Idylls Q.f. the King; 
(Pound 32). While such outbursts were not rare at the 
time, in-depth critical studies of Tennyson's poem were. 
Harold Nicholson chose to exclude an examination of the 
Idylls from his important biographical and critical study 
in 1923 because he felt the poem "ill attuned'' to his own 
generation, representing as it did ''the repulsive 
hypocrisy and sentimentality of the Victorian age'' (311). 
Agreeing with Nicholson and alluding to Hopkins's famous 
letter· to Baillie, the ttle Cambridge History .Q.f. Englisti 
Literature (1917) faults Id:ylls .Q.f the King because its 
5 
"Parnassian beauties, its vaguely ~eli~ious and somewhat 
timid morality reflect too vividly ~he spirit of their 
own day'' ( 42) . In the twentieth century Tennyson seemed 
to be getting both barrels from the critics: Bradley 
noted the critical shots at Tennyson's obnoxious morality 
a.nd Cambridge blasted ttle "flagrant artificiality" of ttle 
Idylls (39). Looking for a pattern in the history of 
criticism on the IdYlls, one might say that the early 
IdYlls satisfied the critics by adhering to standard 
morality. The critics of the later IdYlls. in the latter 
part of the century, discussed both the morality and the 
aesthetics of Tennyson's poem, condemning his failures in 
either or both, praising his accomplishments. The 
twentieth century rejected Tennyson's morality and 
social conscibusness and fought him almost entirely on 
aesthetic grounds, finding him unarmed to defend his 
right to be called a great poet. It is tempting to 
claim that Tennyson. writing for his generation and 
addressing the problems of his society in moral terms 
that would appeal to the mid-Victorian, predicted he 
would lose favor with the critics of a later age, an age 
removed from the problems of his 6wn. But giving in to 
that temptation would be to ignore Tennyson's 
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understandin~ of the place of poetry, and specifically of 
the Idylls, in the lives of men of all time: "The whole 
[IdYlls] is the dream of one man coming into practical 
life and ruined by one sin. • • • It is not the history 
of one man or of one gene~ation but of a whole cycle of 
generations" (Memoir: 127). Tennyson wrote for and about 
all generations, not just his own. He expected that his 
epic work would have a message and moral for all men in 
all ages. The reaction against Tennyson is at the core 
the fault of critics who have failed to see the 
timelessness of Tennyson's messages and morals in IdYlls 
Q.f_ the King. The reaction against Tennyson is 
essentially a reaction against the favorable criticism 
Tennyson received in l1is own day. 
made a muddle of Tennsyon's work. 
Modern criticism has 
Although Tennyson's stock is showing in the 
late twentieth century ''a slight flutter,'' as Northrop 
Frye put it (18), his IdYlls need to be re-examined first 
in the light of the culture and society in which and for 
whom it was ostensibly composed; second, with 
consideration of two shifts that have occurred in 
critical criteria--the appearance of the first four 
Idylls and the second four, then between that time and 
7 
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the twentieth century; and.third, with attention to the 
poem's relevance to modern man. The increasingly loud 
cries of ''Art for Art's sake" and the slow detachment of 
the poet from his society in the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth century has created a climate in which 
Tennyson has not been, perhaps cannot be, read fairly. 
If Tennyson erred in the Idylls, and the poem is not 
perfect, it may be because he tried to answer all the 
demands placed on him by his own time while addressing 
perennial issues. In effect, he tried too much: he 
created in the IdYlls a "shot silk'' glistening with a 
weave of themes and purposes almost too numerous to 
count. Tennyson attempted, it appears, to give England 
its long awaited Homeric epic--a collection of all 
England--its best and worst, its heroes, villians, 
saviours; all mankind--soul and sense, intellect and 
emotion; the best qualities of different genres--lyric, 
idyll, narrative, drama, novel; the timely and the 
timeless, universal and English, fantasy and reality, 
Medieval and Victorian; morality and art; and to blertd 
all of this into one organic, balanced whole in~ poem 
about balance and order. 
Critics, unfortunately, have latched onto one or the 
8 
other of Tennyson's themes or techniques and praised or 
condemned the poem according to critical biases rather 
than accordin~ to the intrinsic or extrinsic value of the 
poem. This narrowmindedness is most obvious in the 
timeless controversy over the purpose of poetry--whether 
poery is supposed to entertain or instruct. In much 
criticism, the IdYlls are stuck where, according to 
Cleanth Brooks, so much nineteenth century poetry is 
stuck--on one of the two horns of the dilemma: poetry 
with a message, the ~philosophy' of Tennyson and 
Browning--the attempt to substitute poetry for religion; 
or. on ttie other tiand, pure poetr·y. art for art's sake" 
( 2 39 ) • Brooks makes no effort to prevent further 
impaling, spearing Tennyson as he does for his philosophy 
and 1norali ty. But it is the critics since Tennsyon's 
time who have done the impaling--praising or condemning 
him for either his morality or his art. 
It seems, then, that Tennyson's poem has been the 
victim of critical frames of mind that tend to examine 
the IdYlls in one way only. Tennyson's poem must, 
however, be examined first by the standards of the time 
in wt":Lich the poem appeared and then re-examined for the 
relevance of those standards to modern thought. Tennyson 
9 
dealt firmly, thou~h not exclusively, with the problems. 
values, ideals, and attitudes of the Victorians, but they 
are timeless and universal elements. In the first four 
IdY11s Tennyson examined personal relationships, 
relationships build on mistrust, lies, and broken 
promises. The second four Idylls examined the impact on 
the whole of society of man's inability to deal fairly 
with his fellow man. But as Tennyson became 
progressively more entangled in societal concerns, 
critics were moving out of society and morality, toward 
more personal and aesthetic matters, away from things 
Medieval, religious, and moral, toward things 
Renaissance, humanistic, artistic. Tennyson's first four 
IdYlls appear on the cusp of an age, an age of transition 
from the ideals of the Mid-Victorians toward the 
materialism and cynicism of the 1870's and the detachment 
of poets and critics from their society in the twentieth 
century. Tennyson's poem, a comment on that movement, is 
the unfortunate victim of it. 
This essay will examine the critical climate of the 
years during which Tennyson published his epic poem, 
specifically how that climate changed from the calm 
demands for moral poetry to the stormy cries for a 
10 
detached aesthetic. It will look at how Tennyson 
answered the critical demands of the age and how the 
critics have responded to him. and it will attempt to 
analyze the implications of those answers. The final 
chapter is a study of the morality and art of IdYlls Qf. 
the Kinst as those "horns" are united in the central theme 
of the poem, a theme relevant to all generations, perhaps 
especially our own. 
ll 
Tennyson's Rise: Critics of 1859 and the Moral Aesthetic 
As a youn~ poet, Tennyson wrestled with th~ 
Q~li~ations of his profession--whether to remain the-
tv·q.rv-tower ph-ilosopher, romantic .1:n ·nature a.nd purpose, 
studyin~ and recrea.tin~ beauty for 1.ts own s~~-e--, or to 
descend to the masses, becoming the poet of th~· p~op1~, 
studyin_~-- an.d examinin~ society for society' Et s~_"l,<~--
·wh.~-t·her: t:o ~ua.r.cl ·f·o.re·ve.r: the golden _apple or cross ·t·h-.e· 
river .t·o .. c:amel-ot and: ce-r·tain death_. :His IdYlls is the 
greate~t mani·festa:tio,n. o·f his deci·s-ion for the latt.~X"., 
soc f-:e t·a-1. o.n e:s • 
- . . . . " ... " . . . . . ... 
:He was- .·c,ommitted to s-~}?Ve man through 
·p:Q~.-.t):'-V ·W·i.~h- a sp.c-_ial cons:cience (Buckley, Growth, 169). 
S-in·ce-re:).~: ~-once',r.nea: with the :.social and moral 
Hall" 142). 1 He questioned always, even in the most 
~rievous moments, the fairness of writin~ about personal 
matters: "Is this an hour/ For private sorrow's barren 
son~ / When more and more the people thron~ / The ch·airs 
and thrones of civil power?" (.In Memoriam xxr.13-16). He 
dealt with the effects of science, reli~ious doubt, 
evolution, politics, and economics on the people of 
Victoria's En~land: "chalk and alum and plaster a.re sold 
to the poor for bread,/ And the spirit of murder works 
in the very means of life'' ( ''Maud" 39-UO); ''the poor are 
hovell'd and hustled together, each sex, like cwine" 
("Maud" 34): We live in "a world of the weak trodden down 
by the stron~. /. • • a world, all massacre, murder, and 
wrong" ( ''Despair'' 11-12). His poems are often 
sympathetic portraits of jilted women, fatherless 
children, and lonely men. He angrily opposes quack 
doctors and greedy businessmen, professionals who take 
1The Poetical Works !:J..f. Tennyson, G. Robert Stange, 
ed. (Boston: Houghton, 197U). All further references to 
Tennyson's works are taken from this volume. Titles of 
the individual idylls are abbreviated in the followin~ 
manner: CA ( "The Coming of Arthur''). GL ( ''Gareth and 
Lynette''), MG ( "The Marriage of Geraint"), GE ( "Geraint 
and Enid''), BB (''Balin and Ba.lan"), MV (''Merlin and 
Vivien"), LE (''Lancelot and Elaine"), HG ("The Holy 
Grail"). PE (''Pellea.s and Etta.rre"), LT (''The La.st 




advantage of the poor and uneducated. 
Tennyson's committment pleased most Victorian 
critics, and they approved of his willin~ness 
to root his work in the a~e. Tennyson had for years been 
hounded, even by supportive critics, to ~ive the 
Victorians, as Richardson notes in The Pre-eminent 
Victorian, ''a voice'' that would speak the morals and 
principles of the a~e (276). In so motely an era, that 
voice was not an easy one to train. Tennyson was called 
upon, nonetheless, to put into poetic form the confusion 
and doubts, the ''hope and dismay, optimism and anxiety" 
(Houghton 23) of a transitional a~e: 
Out of an a~e so diversified and as yet so 
unshapely, he who draws forth an~, ~raceful and 
expressive forms is well entitiled to high praise. 
Turning into fixed beauty any part of the shifting 
and min~led matter of our time, he does what in 
itself is very difficult, and affords very valuable 
help to all his future fellow labourers. (Sterling, 568) 
His poetic abilities recognized, Tennyson was called 
upon not only to mirror the age, but also to educate it. 
Jowett wrote to Emily Tennyson, addin~ to Sterling's wish 
to see the shifting times drawn into poetic reality: ''I 
am always anxious that Alfred should be employed about 
some great poetical work which should express what his 
1·4 
. 
a.~e is lon~in~ to have expressed. When old thin~s are 
• 
beginning to pass away and new thin~s to a.pp·ear, I thi·nk 
the poet·'·,s function 4-:~ y~r:,, plain and cle--a.:r_ .. I 
Tennyson·'.s c:o.n.v~ctio:.n. th.a.:·t poe.t\J::>Y :should have some social 
. . 
significa.:nce· w~_~:¢: ~-h:e fo:·rm't.1.la f·or Idylle .Q.f. the King. 
:.Tennyson w.as e..~k-~d. to ''do. t:h:e_:, dut·y which England -_ •. • • 
g;r.e.-_a t ·s:_11bj ect ( Edinburgh Review 85.5):. The ep.i.cr' s- s-et.-t·±-:r.rg: 
t::he his to·r:i.c a/1. nov..-e:'.l 
.. ... . . . . 
. . 
·• ·, . .. . . . ..
 · .. 
air at Midcentur:,," (13,88). 2 Despite several stories and 
poems about Arthur, critics at the time a~reed that no 
En~lish hero had been adequately dealt with (let alone 
immortalized) in the manner of an Achilles, Odysseus, or 
even Charla.magne (Blackwood's 608). The European poets 
had portrayed their heroes; the En~lish had failed to. 
In addition, then, to the other demands made upon him--to 
speak the voice of the a~e. and to educate it--the 
Laureate was asked to write the great En~lish epic. 
Tennyson, having not far to ~o anyway, rose to the 
occasion. Ori~inallY having considered presenting the 
Arthurian le~ends in a dramatic work, he settled on an 
epic of twelve books (Marshall 136). In June of 1859 the 
first four installments appeared under the title The True 
and the False. For the most part the reviewers applauded 
the appearance of everything they had wished for--moral 
issues,apparent mirrors of Victorian sensibilities and 
values, and epic structure. The Examiner welcomed the 
blend of literary ages in the epic poem: "There is an 
exquisite charm in these Idylls, derived from a subtle 
blendin~ of the earliest and latest forms of English 
2 See also Houithton. Victorian Frame~ Mind 1-4. 
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poetry'' ( 452). Coventr~ Patmore, writin~ not alto~ether 
positively, praised the "epic di~nity of the the En~lish 
of these poems," which contain "vi~orous, unaffected, and 
almost unmixed Saxon" rather than the ''bastard Latinity'' 
that had marred so much other contemporary poetry 
(Edinbur£h Review 127). 3 Further su~~esting that readers 
expected an epic is the evidence that several critics 
felt Tennyson had actually failed the epic in some ways, 
in "Vivien," ''devoid of all pastoral innocence," and in 
some of the "vul~arisms'' of the 1an2ua~e (Blackwood' s 
4 614). 
Reviews and analyses of th~ poem continued to praise 
its epic stature, but it was the morality of the piece 
that drew most comment, whether Tennyson's handlin~ of 
moral issues pleased or dissappointed the reviewers. In 
~eneral, however, most critics were ~lad to find the 
poems contained lessons in morality. The reviewer in 
Athenaeum, in one of the earliest responses to the new 
work, set the tone for many subsequent notices. 
The writer joyously praises ''the control of the pure and 
Jsee also Fraser's 304, in which the reviewer also 
praises Tennyson's use of epic langua~e. 
4 
see also Edinburgh Review, 133. 
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refined master who wrou~ht the ma~ic and lost not si~ht 
of a healthy moral" (74). Without becomin~ a ''vul~ar 
moralist.'' wrote J. Ludlow, Tennyson presented a poem 
with ''something to teach us" ( 63) and thus rendered a 
I 
' 'service . • • to morality'' ( 71). The Meliora called 
Tennyson ''the light of a moral sun'' (240). 
In fact, just about every review of the 1859 
edition--including those in the Spectator, B1ackwood's, 
Fraser's, Westminster Review, Macmillians, and the 
National Review--centered on the topic of morality. 
Tennyson, then, had for the most part satisfied 
critical demands for an epic work that would teach moral 
values. It was the third demand that would be the 
hardest to fulfill. While teaching a lesson, how was the 
poet at the same time to mirror an a~e that he felt was 
not livin~ up to the values it professed? What if the 
values Tennyson supported were not the ones practiced by 
his readers? What if the mirror he held up to the 
nineteenth century was not a flattering one? What if he 
questioned his readers' complacent acceptance of their 
modes of behavior and traditional values? 
As can be expected, some readers refused to see that 
Tennyson's messages might be directed at the nineteenth 
18 
century. Patmore, for example, was concerned with 
Tennyson's havin~ chosen le~ends that all "turn upon some 
outra~eous violation of modern manners and morals." For 
Patmore, Tennyson, fortunately, treated the le~ends as 
le~ends which represented a le~endary morality unknown in 
the nineteenth century (2U8). Several readers were 
completely offended by the indelicacies of ''Vivien." 
Dickens, for example, seems to have skipped the poem 
altogether: "How fine the Idylls are! Lord! what a 
blessed thin~ it is to read a man who can write! I 
thou~ht nothin~ could be grander than the first poem till 
I ca.me to the third; when I read the last it seemed to be 
unapproached and unapproachable" (236). 
unmentioned second poem. 
''Vivien" is the 
Vivien. in fact, gave trouble to many reviewers 
because her actions "surpass the limits of the 
disagreeable" (Fraser's 306)i the subject is "unpleasent" 
(Meloria. 236), the woman herself "exceedingly unpleasant" 
(New ouarterlY 3a6). The reviewers' handling of "Vivien" 
su~~ests to J. Phillip Eggers that the "Victorians were 
really embarrassed by "Vivien'' because they regarded the 
IdYlls as a mirror of their own polite, moral, middle-
class milieu and not as a larger humanistic work that 
19 
mi~ht comment on their narrowness" (BU). The 
embarrassment, he su~~ests, is a resuit not of the 
Victorians' havin~ seen themselves reflected in Vivien, 
but of their disgust in finding somethin~ apparently so 
alien and immoral in their poetry. They were embarrassed 
that Tennyson could have created somethin~ so un-
Victorian. To a very lar~e extent Eggers is correct: 
some reviewers did claim that Tennyson's ~lass, hence his 
vision of Victorian England, was a bit dulled. But the 
catalogue of criticism from 1859 does not fully support 
his claim. In fact, some critips show remarkable honesty 
in staring fully into the mirror Tennyson held. Critics 
who disapproved of ''Vivien" often did so not because it 
was, as Eggers would have it, "a challenge to 
respectability" (84), but because it too painfully showed 
the Victorians what ~hey were as member~ of the human 
race--highly suseptible to the weaknesses of the flesh, 
often connivin~. shallow, deceitful. The readers of 
"Vivien" squirmed not because they refused to see 
themselves as Tennyson saw them, but because he was 
lookin~ at them in their nakedness and forcin~ them al~o 
to look. 
Most critics found tt1e picture painfully accurate. 
20 
' 
Jowett, who had ur~ed Tenn~son to ''instruct" the a~e. 
called "Vivien'' ''nau~hty'' but favored it amon~ the foul:' 
(Memoir I.449). The reviewer in Fraser's found Vivien's 
actions "revoltin~" not because the subject was immoral 
or even immodest. but because it was ''painful to dwell 
upon'' ( 306). The review empathizes with "the unfortunate 
old philosopher'' who falls into Vivien's clutches ( 306). 5 
And Ludlow, seemin~ly responding to Fraser's writes, 
''Unfortunately, the revoltin~ is all around us'' (67). 
The Athenaeum refused to analyse ''Vivien" not out of 
timidity but for fear of revealing the "secret of' the 
story or the instruction conveyed in the moral'' ( 74.) •. 
For many critics Tennyson's long-awaited tribute to the 
a~e contained at least one idyll that showed the a.~e in 
all its shame and sin. And those critics did not turn 
from Tennyson or deliberately misread him. 
Other characters, too, are seen for what they are. 
While it would have been easy to read Geraint as a 
positive comment on the Victorian husband who demands 
subservience and receives it, reviewers found him 
"boorish" (Westminster Review 282), unworthy of the good 
5See, too, Me1oria, 236: "The wise, old Merlin, in 
such undignified positions causes but pa.in." There 
is no censure here of ''Vivien'' as immoral. 
21 
' 
En.id (Blackwood' s 613·}. a parody of male bra.vado· and 
modern honor: "Geraint's manhood is suff'icientiv nea.r the 
modern type to make it impossible that he ~hoU1d stand 
t~is [i~~~it from Doorm], so he jumps up ~nd strikes of£ 
:o·.o,o·rm'·s: h:e-a:d: .:~rt a blow" ( Patmore 129). 
·T'h·e ·v1ct:or-ian critic's sear.c:-h ·fo·r· mo:ra1s wa1; not, 
h·.owever, ttre s·elf-righteous condem:rra·t:ion o·f artything 
indelica,te· -·or :Lmmoral, sexual or s:e::nsu·a.1 . . . . -:. . . . .. . . . .. t··hese critics 
we·re n6:t: t:he b:l\;.ts·h_.i11g. ,s:te~~o·t.:-;:pes :we have been led by 
:s,ome t·W:eritie.th _q·entu;ry :h;Lstorians to believe they were. 
T,h·at· mi.sconception is n-ot supported by the early .critic:~ 
o·f the IdYlls. Tr.t:tfl, ._some reviewe-r.:s found s·orne of 
Vivien's scanda1.s· d·i_st.,.9.~t.:~:fµll·.y det:ail:ecl., though, again, 
f·ew. ,gua·relled -w.ith t:he mpr:a.lt ty o'f? the piece. Most 
.of sensli.a,:Iit.-yf .:f.-:1/n:cfi,ng t_hat ·Tenn·yson had inc.lu·<;ied sexual 
m·ater:i..al 1.n :h:La .poem without· becoming ·vt.tlg·a.r.. The 
Athena.eum, commenting qn t.he passage: ··i·n· ,whi¢h. ·G.er·afn:t 
longs to kiss It·nid' s thumb ( th.e wi:ne .having m-a.d·e ••·summe .. r 
:in h.is v-ein·e''.) •. finds "the love mak·ing . . .• ex:q .. uf si·t.e·1y 
told. '' '''T·h.e end is • • . a rett1r.:n into La,v·e·' s ':i?ar-a:d·is·e''· 
.(73·~·74) •. 
·a.b±.1.:1.·ty to describe pa.s.-~-i.on -s:u·:r.p.aets:e·d. h-1,s. a.b_j_.lj.t·y ·t·.o 
construct story and character" (302). Even Ludlow 
admires Guinevere's "beauty, womanly fascination, and 
passsionate affection" as he laments their destruction by 
her adultery (68). 
1859 reviewers, in short, saw the IdY11s as 
essentially a moral work filled with the passions of 
human relationships. But the critics of the a~e did not 
praise the IdYlls simply on their moral qualities: most 
readers noted the work's aesthetic merits as well. In 
fact, many readers claimed that althou~h the poem was 
moralistic it was not didactic or preachy, that it 
managed to deliver its messa~es within the boundaries of 
good art. Althou~h he assumed ''a hi~h moral tone," 
claimed the Saturdav Review, Tennyson's ''style never 
tends to become thin, didactic, or declamatory" (76). A 
len~thy and jubilant review in the Westminster Review 
concentrated much on the poem's ''excellence of 
execution," especially its prosody: 
Tennyson's blank verse has a power and sweetness 
of its own. Movin~ in the main ~racefullY along 
pleasant lanes and hedgerows, it takes ever and anon 
an ampler range, and then sinks to rest again after a 
rounded cadence--leaving in the reader's ear a sense 
of harmony which is richer than that of the old 
decasyllabic rhymes in proportion as the music is 
extended over half a pa2e. instead of bein~ closed 





• • • 
[Durin~ the storm that closes ''Vivien,''] "the 
li~htenin~ seems to kindle the verse itself, and the 
tempest roars and rattles in our ears as we close the 
book. (285) 
The ''seemin~ absence of effort'' proves to this 
reviewer that ''that is all a.rt which shows no a.rt at all'' 
( 281). For the Meliora the IdY1ls contained ''all the 
charms of' the most :finished a.rt" (2ll.O). Other critics as 
well found much to admire in the poem's structure, sound, 
and style.6 
The critical demands placed on Tennyson, his 
response to those demands in the form of his IdYlls, and 
the critics' response to that poem demonstrate a 
fundamental conception of the nature of' poetry at mid-
century. For the Mid-Victorian and for Tennyson, poetry 
had a moral and social obli~ation of the sort espoused 
most earnestly by Ruskin, whose criticism of the first 
four IdYlls is a clue to the poetic and critical climate· 
in which Tennyson wrote: 
6 Fraser's, 304; Ludlow, 72; Scottish Review, 336. The 
SR liked "Elaine" best despite the f'act that its ''moral 
was not as deep as 'Guinevere's'." 
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I am not sure but I tee1 the art and finish in 
' 
these poems a little more than I like to feel it. 
Yet I am not a fair jud~e quite. tor I am so much of 
a realist as not by any possibility to interest 
myself much in an unreal subject to feel it as I 
should, and the very sweetness and stateliness of the 
words strike me all the more as pure workmanship. 
As a description of various nobleness and 
tenderness the book is without price: but I shall 
always wish it had been nobleness independent of a 
romantic condition of externals in ~eneral . 
. . . Treasures of wisdom there are in it, and 
word-paintin~ such as never was yet for 
concentration, nevertheless it seems to me that so 
~reat power ought not to be spent on visions of 
things past but on the living present. For one 
hearer capable of feeling the depth of this poem I 
believe ten would feel a depth quite as great if the 
stream flowed through things nearer the hearer. And 
merely in the facts of modern life, not drawin~-room 
formal life, but the far away form of misery or 
servitude, there is an infinity of what men should be 
told, and what none but a poet can tell. I cannot 
but think that the intense masterful and unerring 
transcript of an actuality. and the relation of a 
story of any real human life as a poet would watch 
and analyze it, would make all men feel more or less 
what poetry was. as they felt what Life and Fate were 
in their instant workings. 
This seems to me the true task of the modern poet. 
(Memoir 1.u53-u54) 
Ruskin's fear that Tennyson's poem suggested 
escapism was echoed by several critics: "What bearing 
have all these antique legends, beautifully rendered as 
they are. upon our modern life?" (Scottish Review 338) 
Patmore states. "Far from bein~ pictures of common life, 
they belong to that faery iand where everythin~ is 
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stran~e and impossible'' (2lJ.7). But unlike the Scottish 
reviewer, Patmore saw Tennyson's moral purpose completed 
and Ruskin's demands satisfied symbolically, 
alle~orica.lly: "In these poems, moral beauty--without 
which there is no true work of art--is to be found rather 
in the pervadin~ tone of heroic simplicity and 
ma~na.nimity, and in the general symbolic tendency. • 
than in the actual events presented'' ( 247). And for 
other critics as well, Tennyson had satisfied Ruskin's 
social and moral imperative by presenting the ''livin~ 
• 
present," "the misery and servitude" of livin~ men. At 
the core of the IdYlls lay "the sick and mean mercenaries 
of modern life," "the mildew tha.t sits withering up all 
our social existence" (Meliora 236, 237), "the din and 
strife of present politics" (Ludlow 63). 
The IdYlls, despite their name, settin~. and 
, 
legendary subject, are not escapist literature. In his 
longest work Tennyson was to take on nothing less than 
the sins of the entire era and to confront the forces 
that were destroyin~ mankind. He sought to oppose the 
decreasin~ worth of the individual in a materialistic 
world that was becoming concerned more with money than 
with people. The new notions of immensity in a.11 aspects 
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of life--an earth o1der than ever thou~ht possible, an 
expansive universe, business's increasin~ profit at the 
expense of the already starvin~~ a ~rowin~ population--
more time, more money, more people, more numbers--
threatened to suffocate individuals and reduce the 
importance of the relationships between them. To counter 
this creepin~ sense of immensity and the apparent 
worthlessness of man, Tennyson returned in the Idylls to 
a time when man survived his world throu~h community and 
compassion, rather than throu~h self-gain and grandiose 
self-importance, which, ironically, a lost sense of 
individuality can create, and seems to have in the 
twentieth century. 1ennyson looked back to look ahead, 
attemptin~ in the combination of two eras--the promise of 
Camelot and the pain of Victorian En~land--to reconcile 
both, not presentinz Camelot as the answer to England's 
problems (after all, the city falls) but as a lesson of 
what might be if order and harmony are achieved and chaos 
dispelled. 
For some, Tennyson showed Victorian England what it 
was--full of petty rivalries, pretentiousness, 
shallowness, falsehood; for some others, perhaps 
embarrassed to admit or even see, he showed England what 
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it could be--a fairy land of color and pa~eantry. For 
very few was Tennyson ho1din~ a flatterin~ mirror. 
Victorian reviewers and critics did not see a pretty 
ima~e of themselves. 
If we can i~nore the bias of any one critic and 
accept as representative a compilation of critical views 
of the first four IdYlls. what Tennyson accomplished was 
the unity of, and balance between, morality and art, a 
poem of intruction in exquisite lines and exact lan~ua~e. 
an "ethical formula. • . expressed in delicate 
precision'' ( Examiner LJ.52). For the reviewer of 1859, 
Tennyson had done the impossible--provided the beginnin~s 
of an English epic that covered all that is "general in 
human nature and in man's spiritual and social 
experience'' ( Spec ta.tor 764). a poem that surveyed ''the 
vast world of love, honor. grief, pity, shame" (Athenaeum 
73). a ''masterpiece of simple a.rt, luxuriant in its 
colours. thrillin~ in it action" (Westminster Review 
285), a "healing for the sick time that glares around us 
• • • to shame us out of our vulgarity, impurity and j' 
corruption'' (Meloria 236). Tennyson had bridged the gap 
between art and morality and at least for one reader had 




one of "moral beauty" (A Country Parson 356). Some, 
like Ruskin, felt that Tenn~son had crossed the line into 
too much art, into "oure workmanship." But few saw the 
IdYlls as too moral. Havin~ ''no propensity to deal in 
didactic moralities," (Saturday Review 76), Tennyson 
nevertheless tau~ht his a~e somethin~. And by peerin~ 
into the soul of human nature, by embracin~ his society 
and all societies, Tennyson fully satisf'ied the ''moral 
aesthetic'' of the Victorian era: 
The "morality of' art"--its reli~ious content--lay 
in its relationship to the full experience and its 
power to speak to mankind in the lan~uage of' 
universal emotion. For it was the artist's first 
duty to communicate, and the substance of his messa~e 
was necessarily of social and, therefore, moral 
si~nif'icance. To Ruskin it was clear that the 
student of art ~ained the deepest insight into the 
totality of human affairs. (Buckley 10)7 
?see also Isobel Armstrong's Introduction to 
Victorian Scrutinies, in which she discusses the 
Victorian critical, poetical criterion of "sympathy." 
She offers Gladstone's review of the IdYlls as a typical 
example of this criterion in use: "~It is national: it 
is Christian. It is also human in the largest and 
deepest sense; and, therefore, thou~h hi~hly national, it 
is universal; for it rests upon those depths and breadths 
of our nature to which all its truly ~reat developments 
in all nations are alike essentia1ly and closely r•iated. 
The distance is enough for atmosphere, not too much for 
detail; enough for romance. not too much for sympathy."' (53) 
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Tennyson's Fal1: 
The Dissociation of Poetry and Criticism 
Just how deep an insi~ht into the totality of human 
affairs one could ~ain while readin~ Tennsyon was called 
into question in 1869. Hippol¥te Taine's influential 
. 
"Poetry'' appeared in 1863, questionin~ Tennyson's 
superficial morality in comparison with DeMusset's 
realism. Tennyson was beginning to suffer the wrath that 
would later be heaped upon him as critics blamed him for 
believin~ in and fullf'illing an obligation to society and 
read the poem not as a criticism of the age but as 
flattery of it. Thinkin~ specifically of the IdY11s, in 
which Tennyson ''amuses himself' by dressin~ up lost epics'' 
(277), Taine writes: "He does not rebel against society 
and l.if'e. • • • [His poetry] seems made expressly f'or. 
• 
. wealthy, cultivated, free businessmen, heirs of' the 
ancient nobility, new leaders of a new En~land. It is 
part of' their luxury as of their morality; it is an 
eloquent confirmation of their principles, and a precise 
article of their drawin~ room furniture" (272-273). For 





compare well to DeMusset 's ''voluptuousness'': ''He 
[DeMusset] tore from his entrails with despair the idea 
which he had conceived, and showed it to the eyes of a11, 
bloody but alive" (277). Taine, it mi~ht be ar~ued, was 
ri~ht in considerin~ the sociolo~ical inf1uence on 
Tennyson and in examinin~ the milieu of the poet's time 
when analysinK the work, but he errs first in believin~ 
that poetry and morality are mutually exclusive, that 
voluptuousness and entrails cannot occupy the ea.me place 
with morality, and second in assumin~ that Tennyson's 
morality and the morality of the nineteenth century were 
identical. His misunderstandin~ of the expansiveness of 
Tennyson's oe~ry and his assessment of' the IdYl1s as a 
../ 
positive comment on Victorian values fueled a reaction 
from which Tennyson would never recover. 
By the time the second set of idylls appeared, the 
type of criticism that valued voluptuousness and bloody 
entrails above any sort of morality--whether af'firmin~ or 
criticizing the Victorians' behavior--was prevalent. And 
Tennyson, who not only held to his convictions but also 
began more firmly addressin~ social concerns in "The Holy 
Grail'' and "The Pass in~ of Arthur'' be~an to f'a.11 out of 
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tavor. 8 By 1877, Geor~e Eliot would write to her nephew 
that she and other writers and critics had jud~ed the 
IdYlls "~ haut en bas" (IJ.16): Tennyson had fallen. 
Between Taine and Eliot the controversy ra~ed, and 
Tennyson's reputation and popularity steadily faltered. 
Austin, future laureate, identified Tennyson with 
Victorian ideals and thus feared censure from subsequent 
a~es for any popularity Tennyson managed to hold onto: 
'' I . • • implore the a~e while there is still time, to 
save itself from the posthumous ridicule and contempt in 
which a conventional persistence in an untenable opinion 
of permanent interest will necessarily involve it. • • • 
Ten years a~o. anythin~ that pleased, from a bonnet to an 
epic was 'charming.' Five years a~o. it was 'so 
charmin~. ' Now it is 'too charminst''' (295). Repeating 
Taine's mistake, Austin writes that Tennyson had acheived 
popularity in his time because ''he speaks his mind for 
[the a~e] • • . more efficiently than 
81n Victorian scrutinies, Isobel Armstrong also notes 
the changes in critical acceptance of the IdYlls 
occurrin~ in the late 60's and early 70's. Armstron~ 
notes that critics demanded of Tennyson a ~reater depth, 
a profounder, more complex insight into human 
experiences. anybody else" (309). 
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Austin reco~nized that as the a~e chan~es so does 
critical reception--bonnets, like poets, passin~ in and 
out of fashion--but he seemed to believe that a poet's 
vision must chan~e to fit that new reception. 
Blackwood's, too, noted that Tennyson's fall from ~race 
was at least partly the fault of critics who had ~rown 
bored with the IdYlls or with its messa~es, but 
nevertheless pronounced its recommendation in a sin~le 
word--''enough ! " ( 760). The Dublin Review, hesitant to 
censure Tennyson entirely, praises the "hi~h. catholic 
morality" (423), but mocks Arthur when he "moralizes" 
(427) on such events as Gawain's failure to deliver 
directly to Lancelot the reward of the joust. Turninie 
its attention from the morality of Tennyson's work, the 
journal praises most Tennyson's poetic qualities: ''words 
that electrify, and phrases that photo~raph: a rapid, 
bounding movement, and a vital and vivid ener~y" ru29). 
In a most brutally sarcastic review of ''Gareth and 
Lynette'' the London ouarterl¥ Review ridiculed Tennyson's 
"chaste didactic pa.ssa~es" and his ''allegorical system of 
mora.lizin~'' ( 394, 404), and mocked Gareth's ''ri~hteous 
desires'' and ''conventional af'i'ections'' ( 399, 400). The 
reviewer looks forward to Swinburne's handlin~ of the 
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TristI'am myth. And SwinbuI'ne had alI'eady voiced his 
displeasure with Tennsyon's moralistic treatment of the 
le~end. 
Of course, in the face of all this ne~ative 
criticism Tennsyon had his supporters. The critics of 
the 1870's, however, unlike those of 1859, seem 
preoccupied more with defense of the IdY11s than with 
analysis. In many of the reviews of the second four 
Idylls and beyond, reviewers defended Tennyson a~ainst 
the insistence of those who, echoin~ Taine, demanded a 
~reater realism and aestheticism and condemned Tennyson's 
morality. The British Quarterly Review, denouncin~ the 
current taste for realism ''that carries a :false, 
extrava~ant, and perverted idealism in its bosom" (203), 
praised the IdYlls for their moral qualities, especially 
as they reflected the problems in modern life (203). 
Knowles, writing :for the contemporary, further defended 
the poem a~ainst those who would reject its morality and 
look only at its aesthetic qualities: "We find that the 
whole series of poems as pictures is gradually 
transforming itself into a moral series and unity, with 
si~nificance far ~rester than any aesthetical one" (940). 
The Intellectual Repository concurred: "Tennyson makes 
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his invocation. • • to a hi~her power than Urania and 
Melpomene--it is to the reader's own soul. • ." (U73). 
Reco2nizinK what the critics ten years earlier had 
noted, some readers in 1870 remarked that Tennyson was 
neither only moral nor only artistic, that he was both, 
that "He served two masters" (Mozley, 7). In a. balanced 
sentence, T. Leary rendered Tennyson's balance: "That 
ruin [of all Arthur's highest purposes] is aesthetically 
rendered ma~nificently as it shines in the li2ht of the 
poet's splendid idealisationi that failure is rendered 
morally ~rander than ordinary successes, as it points to 
a faith in an Almighty Disposer who shatters our hopes 
only to purify and elevate them. • ·'' (423). 
Tennyson had shattered and elevated the hopes of the 
nineteenth century, and he had done so in a poem of both 
moral and aesthetic beauty and balance, qualities that 
Tennyson's supporters made much of in their loud and 
jubilant praise of the work. 
That praise has, unfortunately, been little more 
than a whisper in the twentieth century. Critics have 
found Tennyson ''stupid'' (Auden) or ineffective at weaving 
narratives (Eliot). He has ~or some reason been entirely 
overlooked by some of the more influential critics of our 
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&Ke, and those that have paid attention to his work, 
often missin~ his point, have taken to defendin~ 
Guinevere, Lancelot, Pe1leas, even Vivien and Tristram. 
Kerry Mcsweeny su~~ests that Tristram, in all his 
''existential nonchalance'' is the only character ''able to 
accept his sexuality and its relativistic consequences'' 
( 55). Robert Grattan claims that ''Arthur's vows force 
human bein~s to act as superhuman bein~s. Denyin~ the 
freedom of their wills to satsify Arthur's will, the 
knights. alon~ with the Table Round, are destroyed'' (38). 
( 
According to Clyde Ryals, these same ''maddening'' ide~ls 
are "forced'' upon the kni~hts, who vow to seek the Grail 
because of the ''hollowness of their lives" and their 
''emotional frustration'' ( 8?.). Suprisin~ly, some of these 
readers actually defend characters by quoting them: 
Tris tram's ''The vow that binds too strictly snaps itself'' 
( LT 62); Guinevere's ''Rapt in this fancy of his Table 
Round, / And swearin~ men to vows impossible" (LE 129-
130), and Balin' s "Too high this mount of Camelot for me'' 
(BB 221) are commonly cited to illustrate Arthur's 
stiflin~ control, point of view becoming, it seems, no 
lon~er a consideration. 
What appears to have happened in the history of 
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criticism on the IdY11s is a deve1opment trom acceptance 
of Tennyson in 1859 to a defense of his purpose in 1869 
to a defense of his immoral characters--and hence an 
attack upon his morality--in the twentieth century. What 
the critics of this century seem to have for~otten or 
ignored is that Tennyson was attemptin~ to combat the 
same relativism and rampant freedom of will that is now 
bein~ used to defend his characters and diminish the 
poet. Tennyson's attempt to make poetry live up to its 
social obli~ations seems to have failed miserably as 
critics be~an to deny the importance of social and 
moral prcblems and to embrace an almost hedonistic 
aestheticism. The pessimism and materialism 
that he fou~ht in 1859 had ~rown only stronger, bolstered 
by the popularity of French realism, and critics, havin~ 
lost their sense for a life which requires si~nificant 
choices, turned their attention toward, and became part of, 
the ''art for art's sake'' movement. In adopting such a 
concept of the functions of art, critics and poets appear 
to have rejected what Tennyson be11eved to be art's purpose--
man's sake. At 1east Tennyson saw the ~rowth of such a 
concept as a rejection of everythin~ he had fought tor. 
He responded.angrily to the new critics in a few lines 
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written in 1869: 
Art For Art's Sake 
(Instead of' Art for Art--and--Man's Sake) 
Art for Art's sake! Hail truest Lord of Hell! 
Hail Genius, Master of the Moral Will! 
''The f'il thiest of a.11 paintin~s painted well 
Is mi~htier than the purest painted 111 ! '' 
Yes, mi~htier than the purest painted well, 
So prone are we toward the broad way to Hell. 
(Memoir 11.92) 
Tennyson was, obviously, repulsed by the aesthetic 
movement. And he refused in his poetry to ~ive in to it. 
The IdY11s of 1869 expanded the concerns with individuals 
and relationships into fully social concerns. Such a 
development had been thematically prepared for and shown 
as inevitable in the first four IdYlls: 
'It is the little rift within the lute 
That by-and-by will make the music mute, 
And ever widening slowly silence all. 
The little rift within the lover's lute, 
Or little pitted specks in garner'd fruit, 
That rotting inward slowly moulders all.' 
(MV 388-393) 
The widening rift and spreading mould that be~an in the 
first four IdY11s continue until they brin~ about the 
destruction of the entire civilization in ''The Pa.ssin~ of 
Arthur.'' But the imminent destruction of civilization 
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was apparently a problem no lon~er important to many of· 
the thinkers in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
crerituries. N6 lon~er were the medieval subjed~~ df 
T:e:nnyson' s epic considered ma·.tt·e··r :f'·ol"·· poetr.y·, and the 
. . .. ~ .. 
:fa·:t:ry l·a:nd of Camelot was reje:c·ted ·.f.or. mo··re realistic 
Medievalism was bei.ne, r.ep.la.ced. by Renaissan.ce 
ideals of form and f'lesh. qf. ·h.uman.1.snt ahd skepticism. 
Pater's relativism was <::!·J.~p'lac.in.g 'Tetrnyson '· s belief in an· 
absolut·e: mo:ralit·Y not re.:'J.at:ive tc;, ·a,ny time or place~ .b,u··t, 
:ac.'t··fon counte~ed 1.n the 'l·ate ninet.:eenth cent=·ur.y by the 
. .. . . . . . . . -




ide,als. :of sensual gratf.r·1c.-~:ti.on and c.on·templat.:Lon •. 
·CO'n°'.lict·±cfh that the poet's ~ole was not to :te.ach lea.,so:rts . 
. .. . •- . . ·., . . . 
. -
:but t·o exercis:e his era.ft .;t.:.n the pursuit of .bea:·uty. :of 
Art a.·s pleasure w.~·S r·.¢p).acing art as instruction~ 
.I.n "French A·esthetio.s.. 0 !n ·1;he Contemporary Review, 
]!:·dwa.rd Dowden wrote-:: ,,,J\rt :1\$S an end of its own. enact .. $ . 
., 
or reli~ion" (279). 9 
In the face of such opposition and in a confusin~ and 
frenzied transitional a~e. Tennyson tried desperately to 
hold on to traditional values and ideals, to the medieval 
belief in ri~ht and wron~. to the idea that man was not 
the measure of all thin~s. that pleasure was subordinate 
to the rules of Christianity. He stru~gled a~ainst, by 
refusin~ to write, art for art's sake, a~ainst what 
Pater's ideas could become, and did in such artists as 
Wilde and Whistler: full detachment from practical life, 
Pater's "Who knows?'' becomin~ ''who cares?''--pure, 
complete escapism. 
And with this new attitude towards poetry comes new 
ways of readin~ old works, an illo~ical approach to art, 
but one nonetheless employed, incessantly it seems, in 
the modern era. Read in a different li~ht, Tennyson was 
rejected as a member of an a~e that unfairly demanded 
morality in its literature, a generation as yet, critics 
of the new era would argue, unrefined in its approach to 
poetry. Edwardian and Georgian readers reacted not so 
much a~ainst Tennyson as a~ainst the age whence he came, 
a~ainst Albert the Good, a~ainst Victoria herself. The 
9See also Armstron~ 55. · 
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l·atter part c;,f the century, as it slid into ·the early 
part of th.~~. read the IdYlls as a tract of Victorian 
ideals. Tennv~on was rejected, then. lar~ely because 6/ 
t:·he, favor·ab·le critieis.m he· had· ·r.ec.e.ived from a cri tica.l 
·School that dealt wi.th·, the moral lessons -of poetry and 
because he was con~erned with ~oral issues. T.he cri tica 
of 1859 thou~ht Tennyson ''no· vulgar moralist": the. 
·critics forty yea.rs lat,e.r·: could not bri:n~ themselves ·to 
a.d.mi t th.~ _ea.me_~ The f'act th·at he <:l.e·alt ·with mora11·ty. a..·t 
ai 1 :m·a.<le 11im vulgar. 
The .Ia.te ninete.en,th: ·c-e·ntt1ry. ·.reaction against 
·T-ennyson gave way -~a.sily to the e-v.-en ·stronger rea.c:ti.on in-
the early twentieth. While the ·v.·i.c·to;,:-ians liked their 
poetry $,p.p·l·i.ec:1:;: t-h·e twentieth century liked its poetry-
C!.Qr1c.er-n-s, concrete., ·db·.jecti ve, indif'f'e:re:n.t. •: 
dis~ntere_ sted, detached~ 
. . - . ,' .. 
The "Art with poiso.rious honey· 
s·t.o,t·-~n f'rom France'' ( ''To· t.:he Queen'' _5:6 .. ): t:·ha.t frightened 
:t_n:g··11s.h. and American. c;i;iti·ci.srn,- a.nd Tennyson was. 
·f.~<>.-nt-~·ally, defeated by· a mo·veme.nt that he had in sqm~ .. 
w~,;s..;. :with such pieces a.s ''Ma..I'i.anna ··rn The Moate<:1 
·~· 
Gran~e. '' helped create and f'oster. Althou~h some writers 
who pushed the movement for pure poetr~ refused to ru1e 
out morals as a concern of art, many critic/poets, like 
Auden, MacLeish, Ransom, Tate, and Pound, saw poetry and 
criticism as activities that should not be burdened by 
moral conventions. Writes Ransom: "The moralistic view 
of art is the immoral recourse of thinkers with moral 
axes to ~rind; or it is the decision of harried and 
unphilosophical thinkers who cannot think of anything 
else to think'' (''Ubiquitous Moralists'' 99). 
What the twentieth century has reacted to in 
Tennyson, then, is simply his morality, especially his 
so-called "Victorian'' moral! ty. A. c. Bradley has noted 
that ''the root of the reaction a~ainst Tennyson . • • is 
• • 
. that his ideas do not appeal to them [the new 
generation]--neither the more explicit ideas, sometimes 
called the 'philosophy,' found in .I.n Memoriam and 
elsewhere, nor the ideas or way of re~ardin~ life 
implicit in many other poems" (7). ''To the reaction, the 
whole collection of the Idylls, his most ambitious work, 
is probably the most obnoxious" (17). 
What further drove the twentieth century from 
Tennyson's altar was the same dissociation felt at the 
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end of the nineteenth. Th~ writers of the early century 
asserted thei~ independence first by dismissin~ the 
"~reat" wr:t:"t .. ~rs of the previous era, and second by 
establis:11±-nsr .-e.. n,:ew view on poetry and poetics. Tennyson· 
w.as rejected .as the ''P-rinc:e and Sa.~e of the Kin~dom'' o·f 
'l:fctoria (Stan~e xv). Ahd. H~~old Nicho1~6h specifidall~ 
:~xcluded the IdYlls from h1.s· ·srt11.dy :-bec·ause ''they 
:represented what we re;~a-rded ·a-s, t·.he repulsive hypo.er.±.$-¥: 
a.nct sentiments.lit-~ :o··f' t·h.e ·vic:t.·orian a~e'' (307}. 1.0 
The move ·t.o· .diss.·o:.ci·a-te: .1.·t-:s'elf from tradi t;.io:<h·:., 
co·nvention, ·aQd :m·qrality ·w:a.s. a·:n .easy, perhaps ·eve.n 
and: c r·i ti.cs . 
. ·.. . ·---. .-. . . 
Whereas Alfred Noyes was able to: s~e 
''I'.¢11:n.Y.S:Q.n' s ''last _great ·bat-tle of the West" as a. :i;?r.o:ph·.e.¢:¥ 
to.r.·t:~_1·11ng ''the tras.edy through which the war.id .. ·1·s·, 
··pa.··s.sing, '' otpe:,:- writers 1nust have f'e.l·t the uselessn·es·s _(;it· 
For the new 
little to p.~,ev.e-n·t. -t:h:e ''last great bat:·t1e'': no one had 
listened, 'a.nd hi•s' :poe·try ends up :a.o. ·much wa.a.ted breath. 
J 
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Why shol.il:dhi't poetry. then, detach itself' from 
practical c~hcerns and attach itse1f to the analysis and 
elucidat,ion of' the art of' poetry? This disillusionment 
:o.f'· th~ I'Eladin~ public's abi.l.ity, to comprehend the beauty 
and t~qtb in poetry and tb: ~11o~ poetry to clarify and 
improve :1if'e ( Tennsyon ha:d: h:ad f'ai th in his readers even 
though they constant!~ let· hi~ d~wn) caused poets and 
critics to turn inward, e.st:a.biis.hin:~ a criteria. of 
individualism. The· twentie.th centu't"Y c.ri tics a.at'ua11:y· 
answer of'f'ered in Al.ler1 Ta.t-e' s: ''To whom is, the Po.e.t 
Responsible?" is . .:t..Q. himself, as r.e.corcte·r .. o,f e:x·Peri~n .. ~~:, 
ncrt p,pes.c.:pi·ber cif moral la.w: 
To suggest that poets tell rrie:·rt in crisis what t.o (:}() .. ,, 
to insist that as poets they a~knowled~e themselves· 
a.s legislators of' the social order, is to ask them t·Q 
shirk their responsibility, which is quite simply the 
reality of' man's experience, not what his experience 
ought to be, in any age. IQ. whom is the poet 
responsible? He is responsible to his conscience .. 
Tbe poet 1~· not responsible to society for a 
version of what ±t thinks it is cir what it wants . 
.( 3~ )-;1:1 
:ft.fate's posit±on seems to ~ome directly f'Pom the 
:-:f7.rtls·tration and realization that ''the decay of modern 
:s.oc·iety is nowhere more conspicuous than in the loss of· 
:t:_he art of rea<:11n.~ on the part of men of action'' (33) • 
. 4.4 
• • 
concept of what poetry is. Tennyson sou~ht in the IdYlls 
to show both how men act and how they should act. 
Geraint and Gawain and Vivien are what the Mid-Vi~torians 
were; Arthur and Ambrosius are what they cou1d have been. 
Tennyson's hi~h aim~ a~e no lon~er admired, and th~. 
twen·tiet.b century ha~. faulted him, ironically. t.1n-f':a·ir1s,:; 
fol'· ·his: 1o~ta·1·t.y t:.o: ,o:i~ conscience. Loyalty to c.onscience 
·fn t:he twe.ntieth century means 10:.,:.-e.lt~ ·t:o t·he sell7 ; in 
·T··er'i"n.~_-s·ort it means loyalty· t.q . . m~nki·nd. 
I-n his concern fQr m~:ttKi·nd, Tenny·son :f':u-·1 .. f·1·1.led ·t·h:e 
v±.-ctori.,a.n. i.d:ea.i .or· t:.·h·e :Poet, expressed for e·x,amp·1e, by 
''Undoubted!~. tJ1e true poet address:e.s :h·.ims-elf'. in 
al.-1. ·his· co·nc·ept:ions, to t.he common na-tu.re· of .u:s a:11 :• -Art 
is :.a. 1,·ofty ·tree-, and· ma.v ·:Efl1.Qc,t up ~ap.- boe:yond: 6 .. ur g:r·as,p, 
bu·t ·it:s· roo.·t:s· :ar.e :-:t:n aai.ly 11t:e: an-o e·xperc:.i.e:nc.e''(851}:: .and 
·in William Fo.x·' a re·v:Lew· of 1:e_n_ny~_on 's f·irs:t p·ubl·:i.cat·io.·n: 
"A genuine :Peret -has deep .:r~-~pqri.·s:f:bi.li:ti .. e.-s ·to his coun·try 
and to the wor·l.:d., t:c; ttfe p~e~ent· and. fut··Ure generatio:nJ~t, 
slightly hyper.bo·.I,ic·,. ·but :h.;L;:_s anp ·-H·a:1:1am-'.s- remarks· :·r.ev'eal 
a Victorian co-.i1ception of the poet as pro:l?·het and· 
teacher, sonieon:e Wh.O· -~ ·Mt.11 su~gests. a·cts ''upon th·e 
desires and cb.a..ra~t-e:r$ c;.:f.· ,mankind throu~h their emot.=i·ons., 
.. 4p· 
.. 
to raise them towards the perfections of' their nature'' 
( 92). Tennyson wrote for his and f'or all generations, 
for mankind, for society. ::H·~ w·a.s ·a :pr·o:t>hetic, social 
poet committed to explorin~ ,c4rrent topf .. cs., c:r.i·tisizin~ 
what needed corr.ecting, and vexing man out:_ of'· hi:s 
complacency. 'rennyson' s po~ms demand ,.a· s.o:ciological 
approach. On..e that i~no.r·.~-$ :hi.s .roots in the common· 
:t:i;a·dit.i·o.n., convention. religion, hi:-s:to:.r:t,: 111¥-t:h;: .be.1:ie:f.,: 
·() r.d el' .'i un·it, 7 
.. . . -~ fl balance, values, 
·C},h-aos: disorder, violence, 1_11.c.Ql')e:pe-n.:ce., absurd:.it~;.. Th-e 
_ •..a: t:.w.en.tieth century artist_, un.~Q·+e· to align hirris_.e·1.:f.' .w1·t:.b. 
-anythin~. isolates hi_in$e:i·f· (/ro111. EJociety and tu:r.ns t·o. 
personal experience for meaning ~nd signifi•Can·ce. J.4 For 
the modern poett, there are no universal touch-i::l'tones i for· 
the critics, the poetry that demonstrates the ~haos of 
12 See Stallman: "Our present day world is· i'n radical 
disintegration and . . • the artist is seve.red from a 
livin~ relation to soaiety'' ( U.91). 
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modern man is deemed ~rea.t because it detaches itself 
from society and tradition to create new conventions, new 
myths, a new oala.nce. The critic examines the poem to 
determine its success and failure at achieivin~ unity of' 
form. But for these cr~;Lcs the aesthetic and pra~matic 
are oppos:-:t.t-~. 
Wh'at: w.e otlr.e lie,f':t wi·t-h in. the, twent·ieth century :L:s -~n-
a~e that has found it al-most f'ashiona.ble to sever i. tse:1:·f' 
from the pa.st, from a.nythin~ deemed ''V·±c-to·r.i.an, '" :f.roni an:y. 
tradition t·h:at su~gests that poetry root· 1·tsel:f' i:"n t·:tle 
.ct)minOh con.c-e:r.ns of' commo.n .man. This: dissoci,~fti-o.ri:, 
·however, has given ~i@e to a poetry Of dLssociat~on. 
which, i.r-onica.lly, often laments man's: I .. oe-s of tradi:tio.n 
-a.no ord.~:r. The ·feelings of lo:s:s: that: ·ma.··rk s·o m.t1·ch 
t.went:[eth century poetry ar-e a.a .muct1 a .co_rrun·ent c>J1 ·:soc.}~tY 
a.--a 'te-nn~son 's conf'ro:nt>El.ti.•o,n .. o·f:· so·c·;i.a.1. ±:1.1. in th~ 
·v·.i:c_·tor-ia.n a.(te. 
·critics, tn~-.r~ .•. wi1q· ~ .. ~-n~ur-e the IdYlls because ot 
their ov.er.t· ttlQ_p:41:it.:., .Q.ut _p:,r..aise ''The Waste Land-,'-" Wh_..1.-ch--, 
essentially, .con.(JeJnp .. s the twe:ntieth century on moral 
~rounds, are qaq~bt in ,a contrad1ction e~eated almoAt 
entirely becau~e of' f'a.shioiia.ble cr,fti.ca.i- taste. ·T:ti~-
IdY11s have been f'o~gotten in raot hot b•Qause t~~Y d~$l 
JJ:7 
:W--it·h social and· moral issues, but because they are 
-another antique from the Victorian attic. 
In the IdYlls, Ten·nyson recorded t_he c..ollapse of a 
·, 
society that had lost touch with or.d·er, .. :U_,ni ty, balance, 
morals, .v_alues, reli~ion, and so i'ortn. ·And t-ha.t 
depi_.cted society is both Victor_i:an and mode·rp._. _H:e w.rote 
according to the Mi-d;.,..;V·ic·to-r:±·a.n aesthetics of Ruskin and 
Arnold, a po~~ ,with, 1.11·t:irnately modern themes. Stra.n~ely 
enough, ~hose Victorian criti~• who overly praised 
Tennyson's tirst IdY1ls have beeh ~ccused of tailin~ to 
:•ee themselves presented in ~h~ $hallow and egotistical 
.. 
c:ba.racters popu_l~r~in~ Ca.me.lot·.,, P·erha.ps the twenti.eth 
c.entury cri ti·c can be accused_ ·of the same f'al)lt,. If' the 
modern critic cou1d get beyohd the fact that ·the IdYlls 
w_ere written i_n· ~he age of Vi.ctoria, h.e. rr-i_a.y be able to 
his poem is not didactic and preachy, bu·t r-~a_li-st.ic and 
vital and t-inie;I.-Y, that ·the "last ~reat batt:L,:.e of the 
West'' anc! :0 -T.:h·.e Waste Land'' are written by the same 
sensitivity. Jnsensitiv~ critics, however, searching 
more for bloody entrai1s than holy ~rails, have failed to 
see Tennyson's work l;l-S: anythin~ but didactic moralizin~. 
a.nd h_ave. failed, there··f'ore,,- to give the poem the close, 
even ''modern, '' read in~ it warrants. 
Re-emergence: Th~ IdY11s as Modern Poetry 
Perhaps what has caused the great controversy over 
Tennyson's wo~th, what has been central in the debate, is 
the uncertainty regarding the precise "moral" presented 
i·l'l the IdYlls. Tennyson• s statement that ''The whole :is 
=t-.;he dream of man comin~ into practical ·l.ife and ruin:Etd: b~-
·Qt\.e sin'' (Memoir 127) requires careful interpretat·_ion·~: 
'.T-J?-~di tionally, that ''.one sin'' has been thou~ht to be th~· 
adulterous n~1ationshi'p between Lancel.ot and Guinevere. 
C~itics both approvin~ and disapproving of the IdYlls 
l)av·e. a:c.c:e,Pt·ed almost without question that Camelot falls 
'..p~.pa.Qse of those lovers' deceptive. r-ela t ionship . 
. ~loims have in turn led critics to ~ither praise 
~•nnsyon's morality or condemn his priggishness. 
Unfo~tunately, misreadin~s have been ma.de on both sides: 
those who see the IdYlls as a sermon a~ainst ad.ultery see 
Tennyson as the poet/preacher oppo.sed to all rnat·ters. of· 
the f le~h; those opposed to Tennyson see him as prudish,. 
unrea:1.1a:t_i.c,_, disgusted by f'leshlY, human concerns. In 
•ctµAlttv~ th~ adulterou~ relation~hip between Lano•lo~ 
·and .Guine.ve.re- is. as C·1·1-·<1e_: .Rvals no:tes, a symptom o.'t: t't\e 
disease that corrupt ii Camelot. not the disease i tseli'. 13 
In fact, Tennyson was not a• prudish as some critics 
·have found him. In typically Tennysonian fashion, he 
presented Guinevere as both repulsive ~n her deceit and 
attractive in her femininity and beautv. She is almost 
perfect in her earthly qualities. arid Te-:nnyson does not 
condemn her f'or them or Lancelot f'or bein~ attracted to 
them. Tennyson does not seek denial of the flesh as much 
'a·s ba:l.ance of the f 1esh and spirit. Indeed, Tennyson was 
·n·o :P:I~ude •. ·rn the same v·o-lu:m~e that held·. ''T·.he Holy Grail'' 
And here an Oread--how the surt deli~hts 
To glance and shift about her slippery sid:_es-· .• 
And rosy knees and supple roundness, 
And budded bosom-peaks--who this way run.~-
before the rest! 
( 1·1. 18.·8·~19l) 
The double entendre may be somewhat clum'ss,-, btft: ·:ts· e··~X-U.$1. 
nonetheless, provin~ that Tennyson was n~q~ acfv~~s·e: t·o $. 
little fleshliness now ·and then. Fu rt he rm.ore, te:·n.n~rson •. 
. . ' . . . ' . . . . . . 
if' he was wary in the IdYlls of the attract::Lvene.as of the 
flesh, was also Wary of aesteticism, oe v-is.±.on·l:1.-Pi~::-s who 
1JRyals be11•ves, however, that the 
d.isease is Art-hur•·s imposition of vows 
,s·erved. On: th'is .p.·oint .. we disagree. 
re~'J •. ·e,.a.use of' the 
to:·o .st·r-fct to be 
. '. . ' .. . . . ~- . - . . . 
:r_e~fect the limits ot the flesh by livin~ in the ethereal. 
,of those who deny the need for work amon~. not above, 
people. 
Rather than bein~ the central tQpic ot the IdYlls, 
tb~ attractiveness of the flesh and its repulsions are 
simply one of the many conflictin~ elements in the poem. 
In fact, the poem contains so many conflictin~ impulses 
·that f.·t is hard to imagine why the twentieth century 
rejected the work at all. I. A. Richards, in Principles 
Q.£.. Literary Criticism, claims th·at the poet brin~s to his 
work "the opposite, the complementary impulses." Faced 
w-it:h. these impulses. the poet ''ei th_.er excludes O'ne from 
his poems, or includes both, syrtth¢-sizin~ the two, 
brin~ing them into eQuili.brium, '' w·hich is ''the ground 
plan of the most valuable aesthetic response" ( 250--2.:·s··i_) , •. 
:-Jtli:o:t ·c·Ia.ri.'f.1:e:s: ''When a poet's mind is equipped: :f.,o~ :i.t.s 
work, 1 t is co·nstantly amalgamating disparate 
experience.~ •• • • I~ the mind of the poet, these 
experiences are a1wa¥,s· f'·orming, new wholes" ( "Metaphysical 
·Poets'' 247). 
IdYlle Q.f. the Kina: is about for,rrr±na: n~w- wh_ole.s, f';roin 
the chaos of disparate experience $Od opposite ~mpuls~~--
f'lesh and spirit, life and deat_,h:, :o-l.~ order and new, 
,cfontemplation and action, asceticism ar.rd social. 
,obli~ation, order and chaos, tree will and duty, the 
inherent weaknesses of man and his ultimate 
perf'ectabili ty, pleasure anct t~~~o:I'. limitations and· 
possibilities,, What is and what should be, belie:"f artd 
doub-t-, tem~ol?al. 'S.0.<:1 eternal, pragmatic and. aes,t·h.et:'.ic.-.;._a.11 
o~ the cortrus~Qn$, paradoxes and contradiet~ona bf human 
life. Tenns~6n's IdYlls, however, are not ao much a 
study in the c:onfrontations as in the possib·le 
-~e~onb~liat1¢n of these opposing forces~ The subject of= 
._ 
=the poem· i's a r:ace of' people who have ~iven in to one 
the pleasure ~ to t·h·.e· ter-.ror. What Tennyon: proposes 
instead is a balance between the two s±~e$---a new order. 
And this new order begins with t~e reconciliation of 
conf'licting elements in Victoria.n society, mirrored in 
the conflicting elements in the poem: the full and ri~h 
landscape., the music a.nd pa.gentry-, hide the· mos.t: 
In·.c:on~ruities, :a.n:d parado.xe·s a.boun,a:.; 
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harmless boy: the brave and stron~ Gera.int is 
effeminantely suspicious and pouty; Enid appears 
unfaithful, yet is the most overly faithful of wives: 
Vivien. who "rather seemed a lovely baleful star" (MV 
:?60) was "born f'rom death'' (-MV: 44), and Merlin has 
ni~htmares of' ''Death in all ::iif'e and lyin~ in. a-1.l love 
( MV 192). Guinevere f'inds Arthur ''.~ll fault w:ho· hath no 
fault at all'' (LE 132).. And in the most la.t)y.,r:inth·ine: 
line in the poem, La.ncEtl·ot '·a ••hon.or rooted in dishonor 
stood, / And faith u~"f'-aithf,u·i k."e~t hi.rn falsely true" ( LE 
In· the .chao-t·ic world. Of' a _dying Camelot a~c'.f a 
:df~·c:aying a~e these paradoJ<es· and incongruities make 
Perfect sense, two ne~atives, it seems, in the lan~ua~e 
cif :_number.a, 1t1aking a positive: Merlin'·s nia:htmare is 
mereiy a.. cl?¥-Ptic descripti:on· of' the: -lifelessness i·h ·a11 
a.ge (med:i_-ev.~1 -pr modern) in w:hi:c.h 1o·ve is based on lie_s.· 
And Lancelot cannot bring himself to be false to a 
~el-~tionship already based on falsehoods. The horrors of 
,t_·he age make the puzzles frighteningly log;ical but the 
.solutions are reallv n·o solutions at all. 
The real solut-ion, a rec'.·onc.iliation of f'orce·s, is 




poetry. The IdY11s were Tennyson's attempt to ~ive 
En~land all of En~land, all of mankind--all ~enerations 
in a11 their ~lory and despair, their health and illness, 
victories and defeats--''the tableland of life, and its 
stru~~les and performances. (Memoir II.127). The poem 
accomplishes exactly what Tennsyon praised Vir~il for 
accomplishin~: 
• 
• • . lord of 1an~ua~e. • • 
Thou that sin~est whe·a.t and woodland, tilth and 
vineyard, hive and horse and herd; 
All the charm of all the Muses often 
flowerin~ in a lonely word: ... 
Thou that seest Universal Nature 
moved by Universal Mind; 
Thou majestic in the sadness at 
the doubtful doom of human kind. 
(11.3, 5-6, 11-12) 
\ 
The poet who combined varyin&: metres in "Maud'' and 
opposed almost every conclusion he ever reached with its 
antithesis becomes in the IdYlls what he noted of himself 
in ''In Memoriam'': 
What words are these have fallen from me? 
Can calm despair and wild unrest 
Be tenets of a sin~le breast, 
Or sorrow such a changlin~ be? 
Or has the 
Made me that delirious man 
Whose fancy fuses old and new, 
And flashes into false and true, 
And mingles all without a plan? 
(XVI.1-4, 11, 13-16) 
::a·ut wha.t keeps the Tennyson o.f' the IdYlls from bec·om·f,n_·a 
delirious in his minglin~ of op:posin~ forces is that he 
does have :~- _plan--a.n or~anic f'orm, a.1.1 parts fi·ttin~ the 
whole, a.11 par-ts· reconciled to a. n:ew o._r(;)f:?r- :~.n:d -coherence. 
The ~reat irony is, th~n. that the poem ac.complishes what 
.its characters cannot--harmo.h¥ .. and order. The great 
''':rno.ra.l'' of the IdYlls is tha.-t lan~uage can renew, can 
:na.l?monize man's chaotic ex-1:s,tence or off'e,r a unified, 
:abEJolute experience i·n: 'P-18.tfe of th:e. c'.fi.-:ejointed one found 
1:n .1-ife. The mo_ra.·1 is part of th,e. aesthetic. 
The at:>µ-a,~s. of langua~e, however 
. 
' 
that exist in- society. The 6ri1Y opposites tbat cannot 
be recon¢±1~d., and thus will :brin~ Camelot c-rashing to 
the ground, a.re on the one h:and poetry, and- on the other 
the a.buses of langua~e. Ab-u-s:e ··1.s the ''.si:n ,ent·w;L:ned 
around the noble part," a.nd ·t.·h:e two. ca·n:not oe· separated. 
To save Camelot its citizens.: ·must become, in_ one respect, 
lords of langua~e, poets. 
satis-fie,s an obli~ation t·o h:fs. :f'ellOW;, :a:n.·d: t<:>: ~c:,c·iEt~·y.:·. 
:.5:6: 
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deceits are ended: lies are no more. Each man saves the 
city throu~h the proper, moral use o~ lan~ua~e. 
Tennsyon's poem emulates its messa~e and Tennyson's own 
conception of the role of the poet: the poet embraces 
:~~s society by offerin~ it the IdY11s: the characters can 
embrace their society by becomin~ lords of lan~uage; the 
reader serves an obli~ation to his society by readin~ and 
understandin~ and learnin~ from the poem, perhaps 
applying the lesson to his own :world. Tennyson kee:n:1.,~ 
reco~nized the reader's role i-n all this. Speakin~. of 
the IdYlls, he remarked to hie spn, ''Poetry is like shot-
:silk with many ~lancin~ colours. Every read~··r· must find 
. . . 
hi• QWn interpretation according to his ability and 
-accordin~ to his sympathy with the p·o.~t'' (Memoir 127). 
'r·h-e poet, the· c·h.aracters, and the re.·a:d·er can all sa-ve 
Camelot, Victor:±.an England, and the t.W~;l'lt ieth centu:ry: 
through the moral use of langua~e. Such an act is: 
essentially an·, unselfish one committed out of love for 
one's fellow man. which just may be the ultimate message 
in the IdY11s, making Merlin's nightmare--''lying in a.11 
love"--no longer frightening because it no longer exists. 
Man demonstrates his willin~ness to. p~operly use his 
langua~e and p:r.oper1.~· t.:re(l·t his fellow man si.inply by 
.ho:norin~ his word ·''as ii' his God's" (G L&.70, LE .i41.1.). 
Th~s is the central lesson of the IdY11s. For Tennyson 
it is ~n the keepin~ of vows and promises that man comes 
closest to God, and Camelot closest to Paradise. Man and 
the whole of Camelot fall because of lies and broken 
p~omises. Lan~uage in the poem devolves from the high 
~'14· nob.le vow to slander, gossip, lies, insults:, 
1$· the death of the subje¢.t: o·f· the Id:,,,lls--civilization, 
·v1_.ctorian an·d modern. In nis. poem, Tennyson: dramatizes.:, 
a$ does Pope in the Dunciad, th~ death of lan~uaze and 
the death of th~~orld. 
some hope, hope .. t:h.a.t l.ies o.~.:twe~:n, tihe di vine and the-
embracing; Tennyson's ''morali ty"--es·itecia.llY by :k:ee.ping 
one's word, man can save himself. 
The hi~hest form of lan~uage in tfh·e ·p.oem ,i.s ··the vow:· 
t:-t:i~ ·wp-r·ld was saved by a vow--God p_r·o~tE:led a. reedemer an:cl 
:t.h-e word was made flesh: aJ'ld by honor:1-n~· his promise, .. man 
.b:ecomes divine: twice Arthur exclaims, ''Man's Word :l.:,s God-
·''8 5: .. 
in man" (CA 132, .BB 8). 15 Each knistht swea:i:>s to 
reco~nize this truth, "To honor his own word as if his 
God's.'' Even the kni~hts who do not honor thei~ pled~e. 
and that includes most of' them, reco~nize the 
si~nificance of the promise. Balan tells Balin: 
''Bound a.re they [ the Rou.nd Table kni~hts] 
To speak no evil. Truly~ save for fears, 
My fears f'or thee, so rich a fellowship 
Would make me wholly blest; thou one of the~,; 
Be one indeed. Consider them, and all 
Their bear in~ in their common bond of love,·· 
No more of hatred than in heaven itself, 
No more of jealousy than in Paradise. 
(BB 1U~-1U9) 
Sue h. ansrw:ay·, ·i .. s·. t:.h:e i.d·:eal. 
,__ ; ... ; 
The actual }s iess 
empyreal. From· the' Eft·.art o·f The Round Tab1.e ·t.:'~e wor.d ·h.as .. 
havin~ become a. man. he must "foll.OW th.~ ·cur1±.st ,:: t:h··e 
King, / Live pure, speak true'' ('GL .l,. .. l,..Q--1·:1_'7), ,.:J-:$.:=~.s. ,a·bou.~t 
his identity at the gate of Camelot and i.:s: ~q·.vised by t.·h .. e: 
Seer to "'Pass not beneath this ~a.tewa.y, but a.t>·ide· /· 
Wi tho.µt • among the ca.ttl,e of the .f'ield'' ( <;;.~ 2.::6,·9:..:.=2-'·'7'0:}·~ 
i5 
-See Reed 147 ., 
~ealm has beKun reelin~ back into the beast whence it 
came: Geraint commands Enid not to speak as she lead·s ltini_. 
''To the wilds!'' ( GE 28): Tris tram cannot abide his vows 
because he is a "woodsman of the woods," where vows are 
mocked by ·the the ''garnet-headed yaff'in~ale" ( LT 693-
694): Vivien ·,,hisses" her ''faintly venom' d po .. int:s / Of· 
slander'' (MV- ·170-171), as ·the ·WQtnen o-f -Earl Doo-rm' s 
castle "his-sed each at O··tt1er·,.:-g e-a~ ./ What :should not be 
recorded'' (GE 633-634); Gawain ''buzz' d ab)?oad / About ·the 
ma.id of Ast:01a.t_. and .h.·er love'' ( LE 717-718); and th·e 
noise of t·h'e s·p:arro:w-hawk·' $. :v111a~e sounds like '·'a. 
clamour. of. t:he rooks /. A:t c:i.·is-tance, e_re they sett.1.e- f,cfr 
P:er.oa.p;S' nowhe~e: ·irt th.e IdYlls is the ·so:un·a of man 
~-et.Q-r11i·n-g to the be.-a.st ·more brt1tal than in ''Balin and 
aa:1.-an-'' :-: 
' . . . . ·. 
She [Vivien] ceas'd; his evil sp~rit 
upon him leapt, 
He ground his teeth to~ether. spran~ with a ~ell, 
Tore from the branch and cast on earth the shi~ld, 
Drove his mail'd heel athwart the royal crown~ 
Stampt all into defacement, hurl'd.it fr6m him 
Amon~ the forest weeds, and cursed the tale, 
The told-of, and the teller. 
That weird ,ye-11, 
Unearthlier than. all shriek of bird or beast 
T~pi1l'd the woods: and Balan lurkin~ there--
His quest una~complish'd--hear4 and thought 
''·The scream of that wood-devil I came to quell!••· 
(BB 529-539) 
B~l~n's weird, unearth1Y yel1 convinces his brother that 
Balin is the demon, who, when a man, was ''driven by evil 
ton~ues / From his fellows'' ( BB 122-123). Lan~ua~e dies 
a. brutal death in the wilds surroundin~ Camelot, a. death 
caused by men who, with "evil tongues,'' chase each. ·other 
back into the beast. 
That human la.ngua~e has be~un to disappear or ha.a 
be.·c:ome valueless is evident throughout the IdY11s: 
Limours ( a drunken punster) be~s Enid to ''speak the ~t.o.r-d'' 
that will command him to murder Geraint ( GE 336). 1·-s.ol·:ait 
be~s Tris tram to li:e to _he·r., ·to vow, even falsely. h·is· 
love for her, and., f41$ely, he obliges. Vivien 11:es ·to. 
Balin, to Merlin. LVnette insults Gareth. Ettare 
flatters Pelleas, breaks her vow to him. G-a.wairr, ·w·ho :n·a.S 
a reputation for brea.kinQ: vows, also :betrays Pelle:a.s,-
who, in retribution, lays his sword a.cross the t:hrc,:a·t; .. a·: of· 
lli.s betrayers. The knights break the 1aws of· th,e 
Tournament of Innocence, at which Modred ''cursed / The 
dead be.be'' ( LT 162-163). And in a. complete inversion of 
the sacred vows, the Red Knight founds a. tribe--his o"'tn 
'·'s1.mJ>.le race of brutes'' ( PE 470 ) .. --·tpa.t swears the 
r 
.6.1 ~-
opposite of what Arthul' swears. 
Eventual.lY the abuses of the word do th.ei·I' dirty 
:work,: and· ··the la.n~ua~e of both beast and man disappears 
1:nto s·i1ence as the kin~dom of Camelot comes to an end, 
:foreshadowed in the last lines o:f ''Pelleas and Ett:a·r:re''·= 
. 
• • . The Queen 
Lbok'd hard upon her lover, he on her, 
And each foresaw the dolorous day to be; 
And all talk died, as in a ~rove all son~ 
Beneath the shadow of some bird of prey. 
Then a long silence came upon the hall, 
And Mod red thought, ''The time is hard at hand. '' 
(PE 591-596. Emphasis added.) 
And ~V~r and anon with host to host 
iSh·ocks, and the splintering spear, the hard mail hewn. 
Sh~ild breaking, and the clash of brands, th~ crash 
Of :battle-axes on the shatter'd helms, and shrieks 
After the Christ, of those who fallin~ down 
Look'd up for heaven, and only saw the mist: 
And shouts of heathen and the traitor kni~hts, 
Oaths, insults, filth, and monstrous blasphemies, 
Sweat, w~ithin~s. anguish, laborings of the lungs 
In that 01ose mist, and cryings for the light, 
Moans 0£ the dying voices of the dead. 
(PA 107-117) 
Save for some whisper of the seething seas., 
A dead hush fe11. 
( PA 121-122). 
Even the horrib·le cacophony .o..f t.he battle sounds, of 
metal a~ainst met:al and sp1inteJ?in~ wood an.d broken 
shields ~ives way to the even more horrible sounds of 
:62 
--~risults and blasphemies and anquished shrieks as friend 
kills friend in the blindin~ mist. Finally, all sounds 
enct. Vivien's ''ri.f't in the lute'' has split the 
::Ln.~trument in ha.lf', a.-nd the music that once emanated f'rom 
:camelot sounds no more. 
The f'eelinst of emptiness left in the ·r·eader at 
Arthur's death has brou~ht some readers to. to call the 
IdYlls a poem of' despair. Celia Morris writes that 
"Tennsyon accepts the basic Christian analysis of' man·'·s 
n~ture but no lon~er believes in Chri~tian hope. The 
wo:,p_l.d of t.he IdYlls QL the Kin2 is ·one: th·at believes in 
sin but ·rtot in salvation; and it is ther~f'ore a world of' 
despair'' ( 87-88). 
to say that Te-.rfnyson wrote nearly ten thousa;-nd 1.i.n~,-a of. 
Tennsyon of' the IdYlls is no·t a .poet o:f:: utter despair, 
and the Id;vlls .i..a. a poem of-- hope and s·alvation. Beneath 
th.e painting of what is. f.:s· the paint.i_rig of' •Wh.~t can be. 
·The s:alvation is :in- the vows. 
A vow, a promi_se by definiton, su~gests a future 
Takin~ a vow, the knight relinquishes a part.· o:f 
1111, 
hi-,s: free will, since he deteI'mines part of his future. 
· .. He- no lon~er, ideally, has a c-b.oi.c-e. to rn·a·_k_t!, ~,\Jt: i.s ;bi.::,tfri:d: 
:by conscience and mora11 tv to adhere to ·th.e v:ows :h.e made 
many years a~o. To make the vows to Arthur .a.'nd to their 
f'e1low kni~hts, each knight ~ives a part of' himself--hiS 
wi11--to another human being. In doin~ so he experiences 
s,o·:me 10.$$ of self'. thus becomin~ Tennyson's ideal man--
··1-i.k·e Arthur. "the highest and most human." (G 64.4)., the. 
se1:f.'less man. -Ryals su~gests that in his failure to 
create f'ree man·, Arthur brin~s about the collapse of' h,fs· 
kingdom (166). But Arth·ur tl'ies to create not free mah-;·. 
but ma.n tha.t recognizes his obli~a.tion to his vows and. t.o. 
his fellow rnan. "Man's duty is to forget self' in t_h·e 
service of others." Tennyson qn .. c.e said (Memoir II. i.3·1_).,. 
and his Ic1Ylls is the re.c9_nurienda.tion, of that ideal .•. 
Camelot f'ails n.ot.· bee.a.use tl)e· f..d·e:·al i.s too lof't:~t,, bu·t: 
-b·ecause of self.i:s·hness, self'-pri<1·e, .and self-pity., 
:because of an: un:willin~ness to n1ake· vows a.nd a hesitancy 
:t·o trust t.hc:Ys.e .. who have made them. Geraint •·s 
"Ir{:Lstreat.rnent of' Enid is occasioned by his distrust o·f' 
her·, :but even more by his selfishness: ''In spite of a1·1. 
inY care. / For all my 'pains, poor man, for all my ,p.a·in.s,-
/ She is not faithf~l ·to me'' (MG 115-117}. Even the 
quest for the Grai:.l. ·ultimately f'ail·s .since it is 
... . 
motiv.ated not bY :h:·ultt$rl love--loye. for other people--··bU?t 
·:b.~ ''selt'ish spiritual excitement'' (Memoir II. 122). 
Arthur's kni~hts would bind themselves, in the ideal, not 
~o s~iritual visions but to earthly ones, and to each 
For Tennyson, man is bound foremost to the world 
.~nd to h~S fellow man, and only throu~h man's existence 
1·n the he~e ,an:<1· n,ow can he a:rrive at any sp·ir.itual 
awareness. 
Tbe ~pokesman ~or all thi~ 1~ Ambrosius~ His lesson 
:man: and of eac·h ~-an' s n.e·ed to embrace his com.mun! ty, to 
.. 1.1:ve, as Per~iv:a,le '-s sister does, btJrnin~ with ''a fervent 
flame of h.l..J.m.a_ri- love'' (HG 74), or :as Ambrosius himself 
does, who, wh·en bored wi:th th·e< breviary, <3-e.sc·ends to t..h-~-
:village: 
... 
I ~o forth and pass 
Down to the little thorpe that be so close, 
And almost plaster'd like a martin's nest 
To these old walls--and mingle with our folk; 
And knowing every honest face of theirs 
As well as ever shepherd knew his sheep, 
And every homely secret in their hearts, 
Deli~ht myself with gossip and old wives, 
And ills and aches, and teethin~s. lyin~-in, 
And mirthful sayin2, children of' the place, 
That have no meaning half a league away: 
or lulling random squabbles when they arise, 
Chafferings and chatterings at the market-cross, 
Rejoice, small man, in this small world of' mine, 
Yea, even in their hens and in tneir e~gs." 
(HG: 546-560) 
This villa~e could be Camelot, but· for all the 
differences: The martins are. rtot sparrow hawks: the 
beasts are sheep and h~risi not ~nakes and demons: the 
ills and aches are not the a~ony and dolor of beheadings 
and lance wounds: the chafferin~s and chatterings are not 
the scandals and ~tr-+fes of Camelot; the random sguabbl·es 
are not apocalyptic ·ba.tt·1e-s. 
Like Ambrosius, Arthur S:dVocate's idea ill a<:d::0ion.l6 
"before his work be do.ne" (HG 9.05·_). Ryals notes that 
Arthur's·- true ideal if3: t·h'.at: man recogniz-e it as hie d1.ft=y· 
·to· '"ne·.tp· .his fellows .• '' .R_e··c·-on~nizing that duty, we ca.n. 
add, will lead to a vow to act, and in making the promia• 
and in committing tl1e action---.in making the word f·1.-e-e:n"'.""~ 
man comes as close to div~nt·tt as he can, which ia a 
perfecti:on of the hUntl.\i:i .be:i..n·g· through love. Ironically, 
and sadly, Ga.ret'll had pronounced this, the ~reatest of 
the messa~es in ihe IdYlls, at the very start: 
1 ;( 
.. -~J Priestly, ~:O_Q., makes thi:·s· _·po·i:n:t: ..• 
"6· 6 .. '· 
. ·. ··.- ,• 
''Man am I ~rown. a man's work must I do. 
Follow the deer? follow the Christ. the Kin~. 
Live pure, speak true, ri~ht wron~. follow the Kin~--
Else, wherefore born?'' 
(GL 115-118). 
H:aci-: Gareth honored hi.s vow·, Camelot may have :had: ·S: ·c)ta.nc.e .. 
a·t· survivin~. 
There is yet ho.t>e·. The IdYlls Q.f. the Kinsc do n'ot 
e:,n,d in the silence that· ended Camelot: 
Then from the dawn it seem' d there ca.me, but: ta.ii,t 
As from beyond the limit of the world 
Like the last echo born of a. ~rea.t cry, 
Sounds, as if some fair city were one voice 
Around a kin~ returnin~ from his wars. 
( PA 45,7-ll61) 
,o·p·t±.rnfst.ic o:.itef .bromisin~ a be~inning, a ne"' o'~<:fe.r, ·~ .. ·.O-~W· 
t•rmony--one ~o.ice of one city. 
t:he space Of that one cit.Y.:, ttre.~e ::Ls,: Q:.fli._·tY :fn. t:l.11)~ :~S 
·well: ''The IdYlls is ''the. history of a. whole c·ycle of 
g~,ner.a.tions." The harrr10·:ny: an:d. timelessness o,f that voi.c·.e. 
''Man's prop·e~ task. is· 
·t::h·a.t'. ·of seeing order a .. nd .ha.t'mony of senses. p~~:.s.i-on.s ,,_ 
·reaa.ons, ordered by ·conscien·ce:; in society, ,l)a.~rn9·1,1y· of. 
ind:1.\i:ld·uals and social groups in their relations to .·ea.ch· 
o:'t.·h:e·r ordered a~ain by conscience opera.ting as a s.e.ns:e :.of 
.j:ust ice, loyalty, duty or responsibi1:f.t-~--,·- .a--ri.d -:tio·ve''' 
(Priestly, "Tennyson's Id:vl1s, 47) .. 
The harmony of an individual vision and the social 
order becomes apparent in the Id:vl1s: the sin~le man 
affects the whole and the whole the sin~le man: the 
novice at Almesbury ~rieves because ''this all 1~ women's 
~rief', / That she [Guinevere] is woman" (G 2'16-217). 
Perhaps had we recognized ou~ affinity to Tennyson. t6 
his fellow Victorians, an4 tP bi• kni~hts, we would h•v• 
''.reacted'' not a.a we. d_i-·a-~~a8-; oye,r··1y sophisticated, 
. . . 
detached aesthet·es.. :ux1c.onc:~-r:.ned With the social and moral 
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